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Abstract 

The Japanese meteorological satellite Himawari-8 has captured the Earth’s atmosphere and stars, planets, and the 
Moon in its field of view, enabling us to capture their spectroscopy with 16 bands from visible to mid-infrared wave-
lengths. The nine infrared bands in the Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) onboard Himawari-8 are unique in space-
borne observations and are potentially useful for lunar science. In addition, infrared bands of AHI cover wavelengths 
similar to those of other interplanetary instruments and thus are useful for calibrations. However, infrared AHI data 
have not yet been investigated in planetary science. To confirm the utility of AHI for planetary science, we develop a 
procedure to retrieve the lunar infrared spectrum and compare it with thermal conduction simulations. Our analysis 
shows that lunar brightness temperature curves can be obtained in the morning, evening, and nighttime for all nine 
bands. Particularly at 8.5 μm, they show a good agreement with previous observations by the Diviner radiometer 
onboard NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter. As pointed out previously, the brightness temperatures differ between 
the bands, indicating temperature mixing within a pixel. Our simulation suggests that surface roughness as steep as 
those measured at the Apollo landing sites significantly contributes to the observed brightness temperature differ-
ences in the morning and evening; however, nighttime brightness temperatures are greatly affected by rocks with 
higher thermal inertia than the regolith. The rock abundances are estimated to be 0.18–0.48% and 6.1–10.3% at the 
equator and within Tycho crater, respectively. Our estimations from AHI data are consistent with those of Diviner. 
These results support the idea that AHI potentially serves as a space telescope for future lunar and planetary sciences, 
for example, for constraining water content on the lunar surface.
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Introduction
Since the beginning of its operation in 2015, the Japa-
nese meteorological satellite Himawari-8 has captured 
images of the Earth with high resolution in both time 
and space. Every 10 min, the Advanced Himawari Imager 
(AHI) onboard Himawari-8 scans a full-disk imagery of 
the Earth. Additionally, the observation capability of AHI 
has improved from its predecessor, with a spatial resolu-
tion of 2 km or higher on the terrestrial equator (Bessho 
et  al. 2016; Okuyama et  al. 2018). During each 10-min 
scanning cycle, AHI also covers the space surrounding 
the Earth for calibration; namely, stars, planets, and the 
Moon are captured simultaneously in the field of view of 
AHI. The high performance of AHI sometimes enables 
us to resolve some of these unexpected targets spatially. 
Such images of celestial bodies have only recently been 
used in astronomical and planetary research. For exam-
ple, Taniguchi et  al. (2022) obtained high-cadence light 
curves of the red supergiant star Betelgeuse using AHI 
and examined its temporal dimming event between late 
2019 and early 2020.

Another significant characteristic of AHI is its plentiful 
bands ranging from visible to mid-infrared wavelengths 
(Table 1). AHI has three visible (0.4–0.7 μm), four near-
infrared (0.8–4  μm), and nine mid-infrared (6–14  μm) 

bands (Okuyama et al. 2018). The mid-infrared bands are 
highly notable in lunar science because few spaceborne 
remote sensing studies of the Moon have been conducted 
at these wavelengths. Figure 1 shows the response func-
tions of bands 8–16 of AHI compared with those of other 
instruments used in planetary explorations. For example, 
the most sophisticated lunar observation has been con-
ducted by the Diviner Radiometer onboard the Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) with four bands over 
7.5–23 μm (Paige et al. 2010). However, three of these are 
gathered at approximately 8 μm to identify the lunar min-
eralogy (Greenhagen et al. 2010). It should also be noted 
that lunar observations using ground-based instruments 
are affected by the Earth’s atmospheric window at mid-
infrared wavelengths, particularly below 8 μm. To avoid 
this uncertainty, Honniball et al. (2021) used the NASA/
DLR Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy 
(SOFIA) telescope flown on an aircraft, but only Clavius 
crater and its surroundings were observed. Thus, the 
mid-infrared images taken by AHI are unique and poten-
tially compensate for other lunar and planetary datasets.

The mid-infrared spectrum of airless bodies such as the 
Moon is important for understanding their surface physi-
cal properties. Previous multiband infrared observations 
have observed differences in brightness temperatures 
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Table 1 Summary of the AHI instrumental properties of every band (Griffith 2015; Takahashi and Okuyama 2017)

The accuracy values in bands 1–6 and 7–16 are the signal-to-noise ratio and noise-equivalent temperature, respectively. The instantaneous field-of-view of each 
detector differs between the north–south (NS) and east–west (EW) directions on the Moon

Band Central 
wavelength (μm)

Bandwidth (μm) Accuracy Instantaneous field-of-
view (μrad)

Detector type Number of 
detectors

NS EW

1 0.4703 0.0407 585@100% albedo 22.9 22.9 Si 676

2 0.5105 0.0308 645@100% albedo

3 0.6399 0.0817 459@100% albedo 10.5 12.4 1460

4 0.8563 0.0345 420@100% albedo 22.9 22.9 HgCdTe 676

5 1.6098 0.0409 912@100% albedo 42.0 51.5 372

6 2.2570 0.0441 688@100% albedo

7 3.8848 0.2006 0.21@300K 47.7 51.5 332

8 6.2383 0.8219 0.13@240K

9 6.9395 0.4019 0.039@300K

10 7.3471 0.1871 0.13@240K

11 8.5905 0.3727 0.042@300K

12 9.6347 0.3779 0.052@300K

13 10.4029 0.4189 0.077@300K 38.1 34.3 408

14 11.2432 0.6678 0.063@300K

15 12.3828 0.9656 0.087@300K

16 13.2844 0.5638 0.22@300K

Fig. 1 (Upper) The AHI’s nine spectral passbands in mid-infrared wavelength. The red lines are the normalized response functions of bands 8–16 
of AHI. The gray line is the atmospheric transmission calculated by ATRAN (Lord (1992); https:// atran. arc. nasa. gov/ cgi- bin/ atran/ atran. cgi). The blue 
and green shades correspond to wavelengths of water emission and Christiansen feature, respectively. (Lower) Comparison with other instruments 
onboard planetary exploration missions. The white and black bars are the response ranges of imagers and spectrometers on interplanetary 
spacecraft. The red shades and numbers are the AHI coverages and corresponding band names

https://atran.arc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/atran/atran.cgi
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among wavelengths, the so-called anisothermality. Ani-
sothermality reflects the temperature distribution owing 
to the surficial characteristics within the field of view. 
Therefore, in addition to its temporal variation, the infra-
red spectrum is useful for estimating the thermal iner-
tia (Hayne et al. 2017; Howett et al. 2010; Shimaki et al. 
2020), millimeter-scale roughness (Bandfield et al. 2015; 
Davidsson et al. 2015; Hapke, 1984), and rock abundance 
(Bandfield et  al. 2011; Nowicki and Christensen, 2007). 
These physical properties are critical for estimating the 
thermal environment and evaluating the safety of land-
ing missions (e.g., Wu et al. 2018) and stability of volatiles 
such as water (Davidsson and Hosseini 2021).

Moreover, the infrared spectrum contains various 
types of compositional information. The SOFIA observa-
tion recently detected a spectral signature of molecular 
water at 6  μm (Honniball et  al. 2021). This signature is 
within the coverage of band 8 of AHI. Unlike the 3-μm 
hydration feature observed by the Chandrayaan-1 and 
Deep Impact spacecraft (Pieters et  al. 2009; Sunshine 
et  al. 2009), water molecules are discriminable from 
hydroxyl compounds at the 6-μm emission. The presence 
of water is necessary for future space development; thus, 
the constraint on water content with the 6-μm spectrum 
is essential information for lunar explorations hereafter. 
In addition, the emissivity of the Moon and Mercury 
has a peak called the Christiansen feature around 8 μm 
near band 11 of AHI (Salisbury et al. 1970; Sprague et al. 
1994). The wavelength of its position is strongly sensi-
tive to plagioclase content (Conel 1969; Nash and Salis-
bury 1991), enabling the mapping of silicate mineralogy 
(Greenhagen et al. 2010; Lucey et al. 2021).

In addition to its scientific merits, the infrared data 
measured from space by AHI are potentially useful for 
calibrating other planetary explorations. As shown in 
Fig. 1, the wavelength coverages of infrared imagers and 
spectrometers employed by interplanetary missions over-
lap with those of AHI. For instance, the thermal infra-
red imager (TIR) onboard Hayabusa2 and the longwave 
infrared camera (LIR) onboard Akatsuki are single-band 
imagers covering 8–12 μm (Fukuhara et al. 2011; Okada 
et al. 2017). The MASCOT lander in the Hayabusa2 mis-
sion has a radiometer MARA equipped with four mul-
tispectral bands over 5–15.5 μm (Grott et al. 2017). The 
OSIRIS-REx Thermal Emission Spectrometer (OTES) 
covers a spectral range of 5.7–100  μm (Christensen 
et  al. 2018). In addition, Martian hyperspectral data in 
the mid-infrared wavelengths have been obtained by the 
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) on Mars Global 
Surveyor (Christensen et  al. 2001) and the Miniature 
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (Mini-TES) on Mars 
Exploration Rovers (Christensen et al. 2003). In the case 
of an ongoing mission, the BepiColombo spacecraft has a 

Mercury Radiometer and Thermal Infrared Spectrometer 
(MERTIS) that covers 7–14  μm (Hiesinger et  al. 2020). 
The sensitivity of some of these infrared radiometers is 
tested during the cruise to the target body, and the Moon 
has often been used as an in-flight calibrator.

The lunar images taken by AHI are more useful for cali-
bration than those obtained by previous meteorological 
satellite instruments. In general, the spatial resolution of 
the calibrator is preferred to be equal to or better than 
that of the target instruments, enabling the comparison 
of the target image without losing any information. The 
Moon has been resolved better in the AHI observations 
than in some interplanetary infrared instrument obser-
vations. For example, the spatial resolution of the Moon 
taken by AHI is higher than that taken by TIR before 
and after the Earth swing-by by an order of magnitude 
(Okada et  al. 2018). In contrast, previous benchmarks 
using weather satellites cannot resolve lunar images. 
Müller et  al. (2021) utilized the High-Resolution Infra-
red Radiation Sounder (HIRS) instrument on NOAA and 
MetOp satellites as benchmarks for their thermal mod-
els. Because HIRS cannot resolve lunar radiance spatially, 
they used only disk-integrated lunar radiance to test 
their thermophysical and radiometric models. Although 
their demonstration showed the availability of the single-
pixel Moon, benchmarks at every local time were not 
conducted.

Despite the potential of AHI, its data have not yet been 
examined in planetary science. Although lunar images 
in the visible and near-infrared wavelengths have been 
analyzed to evaluate the modulation transfer function 
of AHI (Keller et al. 2017), the infrared spectrum of the 
Moon has not been utilized. This study first develops a 
procedure to retrieve the lunar infrared spectrum meas-
ured from the AHI data. Next, we confirm the utility of 
AHI by comparing its measurement with the Diviner 
data on the Moon. We then conduct thermal simulations 
to constrain the surface roughness and rock abundances 
from the AHI data and compare them with previous 
observations to discuss the utility of AHI for lunar sci-
ence. Finally, we discuss the further utilization of AHI for 
future planetary science.

AHI data analysis
Preprocessing
To analyze lunar infrared spectroscopy, we used Hima-
wari Standard Data (HSD) published by the Japan Mete-
orological Agency (Japan Meteorological Agency 2017). 
In HSD files, full-disk imagery consists of 23 scanning 
swaths along the east–west direction, covering the area 
approximately within a 9.6° radius from the Earth’s center 
in total. The conversion coefficients from count to radi-
ance are also included in HSD. The coefficients are 
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well-calibrated at the beginning of each 10-min time-
line with a temperature-controlled blackbody equipped 
inside AHI (Griffith 2015). The noise of infrared radi-
ance is negligibly small for HgCdTe detectors onboard 
AHI. Takahashi and Okuyama (2017) reported that the 
noise-equivalent differential temperature was always 
smaller than 0.22 K at 300 K in prelaunch ground testing. 
The characteristics of AHI (Griffith 2015; Takahashi and 
Okuyama 2017) are summarized in Table 1.

From all the HSDs taken by the end of November 2021, 
we found 955 images that included the Moon adjacent to 
the Earth. The Moon is sometimes hidden by the Earth 
(Fig. 2a and c), cut by the boundaries between scanning 
swaths (Fig. 2b), or squeezed out of the image (Fig. 2d). 
By defining quality levels from 1 to 5 and evaluating each 
lunar image by visual inspection, we selected 248 events 
with a quality level of 3 or higher, when more than half 
part of the Moon was captured (Fig. 2f ).

AHI image pixels must be linked to longitudes and lati-
tudes on the Moon. First, we estimate the approximate 
lunar position with SPICE. Next, the differences in the 
radiance between two neighboring pixels are calculated 
along the x- and y-axes (Fig. 3) to identify the positions 
with the maximum differences as the rim candidates of 
the Moon. We then fit the candidates with a circle and 
exclude false detections. By iteratively conducting this 
process, we determine the lunar center. Finally, the lunar 
orientation in each image is calculated using SPICE. Note 
that pixels nearby the Earth were excluded because they 

are affected by the atmospheric refraction of the Earth 
(see Appendix).

The radiance of each pixel is converted into the bright-
ness temperature of the respective bands. In our analysis, 
the radiance is fitted to a Planck function by incorporat-
ing the response function of AHI for each band under 
the assumption of an emissivity of 0.95. This emissivity 
value was chosen following previous works (e.g., Band-
field et al. 2015; Hayne et al. 2017), and the validity of this 
assumption is discussed later. It should be noted that the 
brightness temperature at local times from 8 to 16 H is 
saturated. This is because the count range of AHI is opti-
mized for terrestrial observation, while the lunar radi-
ance around noon is much brighter than the Earth’s one 
in the mid-infrared wavelengths.

Background and noise levels
Owing to a dim halo around the Earth and the Moon in 
the AHI images, the background level of the interplan-
etary space is usually non-zero (Fig.  3a). The bright-
ness of the halo increases with that of the Earth or the 
Moon. For instance, the background level is higher 
around the full Moons than around the new Moons. In 
contrast, the intensity decreases with increasing dis-
tance from the source. This characteristic of the AHI 
image is similar to the “broad point-spread-function 
(PSF)”, which was present in some previous space-
craft cameras such as the Optical Navigation Camera 

Fig. 2 a–e Example images of quality level (QL) 1–5. QL of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 correspond to the Moon hidden more than half, cut by swath boundaries, 
hidden partly by the Earth, partly out of the scanned area, and fully captured, respectively. The images were retrieved from the band-13 data taken 
at 2015/04/01 00:40, 2016/10/26 12:00, 2016/11/23 09:30, 2016/12/09 23:20, and 2017/10/30 23:10. f The histogram of the number of QLs for each 
year from 2015 to 2021. The gray, black, green, blue, and red bars correspond to QL of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively
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onboard Hayabusa2 and is possibly caused by multiple 
scattering of light within the optical system (Tatsumi 
et al. 2019).

We assess the broad PSF in each AHI image and 
retrieve the background and noise. With the HSD 
values outside the Earth, we first construct the ter-
restrial broad-PSF as a polynomial function of the 
distance from the Earth’s center. The average and 
standard deviation of the radiance in space were used 
to estimate the background and noise levels of the 
halo, respectively (Fig.  3c). In this procedure, pixels 
within two lunar radii from the lunar dayside were 
excluded because they are contaminated by the lunar 
broad PSF. After extracting the background halo from 
HSD, the lunar image becomes clearer (Fig. 3b). Then, 
the lunar broad PSF is constructed as a function of the 
distance of the lunar dayside pixels in the same man-
ner as the terrestrial PSF.

Numerical models of lunar surface temperature
Thermophysical model
To interpret the brightness temperatures measured by 
AHI, we numerically model the surficial temperature 
and heat transfer of the lunar rock and regolith. Previ-
ous works by Davidsson et  al. (2015) and Zhang et  al. 
(2019) assumed the radiative equilibrium simply because 
the thermal diffusion in the ground on the daytime sur-
face is negligible on slowly rotating bodies with low 
thermal inertia, such as the Moon. According to Band-
field et  al. (2015), radiative equilibrium models on the 
equator predict that the daytime temperatures at local 
times of 8–16 H match those estimated with heat diffu-
sion models within 1 K. However, unsaturated pixels in 
HSD are limited to the lunar morning, evening, and night 
where temperatures are rapidly changing. In addition, 
the brightness temperatures in HSD indicate the impor-
tance of the heat flow between the surface and interior 

Fig. 3 The lunar images taken at band 14 on 2015/11/09 13:10 a before and b after the extraction of the broad PSF from the Earth. The red arrows 
in b indicate bright spots corresponding to Aristarchus, Copernicus, Tycho, and Zucchius craters in order from the top. The areas indicated by the 
left and right white arrows in b are Oceanus Procellarum and Mare Humorum, respectively. c The broad PSF from the Earth as a function of the 
distance from the terrestrial center. The black dots are the pixels located outside two lunar radii. The solid and dashed red lines are the average and 
plus-minus one standard deviation range of the broad PSF, respectively. The left terminator is the rim of the Earth. The gray area is affected by the 
terrestrial atmosphere
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(described later in the Results section). Therefore, we use 
the thermal diffusion model instead of the simple radia-
tive equilibrium model.

Our thermophysical model assumes a one-dimensional 
temperature structure following a heat diffusion equation 
as follows:

where T  is the absolute temperature, t is time, z is the 
depth from the surface, ρ is the density, cp is the specific 
heat, K  is the thermal conductivity of the medium. In 
addition, boundary conditions are critically important 
in numerical models. At the surface, the sum of the heat 
transfer and solar flux absorbed by the surface is bal-
anced against the radiative emission energy as follows:

where A is the albedo, S is the solar constant, θi is the 
incident angle, ǫ is the emissivity, and σ is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant. In the simulation, S was constant 
at 1361 W/m2 (Kopp and Lean 2011). Using the relation-
ship between the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) 
data and bond albedos (Hayne et al. 2017), the values of A 
in mare and highland were assumed to be 0.08 and 0.16, 
respectively. At the bottom, the heat transfer equals the 
internal heat flux, that is,

where Qint is the heat flux from the lunar interior, and 
zbottom is the depth of the deepest grid in our simulation. 
Qint was assumed to be 0.018 W/m2 as the Apollo meas-
urements (Langseth et  al. 1976). zbottom was set to 1  m, 
where diurnal variations in temperature are negligible.

In our simulations, surficial temperatures are calcu-
lated for ten lunar diurnal cycles to sufficiently diminish 
the effect of the initial conditions. The initial tempera-
ture profile in the medium significantly affects the ther-
mal diffusion simulation, but its effect is moderated with 
time. In our model, the initial temperature was always 
assumed to be 200 K in the entire layer. Although this 
initial condition differs from that by Hayne et al. (2017), 
its effect on our simulation result is negligibly small after 
ten lunar diurnal cycles. For example, the surface tem-
perature of the regolith at midnight differs by only 2 K 
between the whole 200-K and Hayne’s models.

Anisothermality model
The difference in brightness temperatures among multi-
ple bands helps in understanding the lunar surface prop-
erties. In general, if the surface temperatures are uniform 

(1)ρcp
∂T
∂t

= ∂
∂z

(

K ∂T
∂z

)

(2)K ∂T
∂z

∣

∣

∣

z=0
+ (1− A)Scosθi = ǫσT 4

(3)K ∂T
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∣

∣

∣

z=zbottom
= Qint

in the field of view, the dependence of radiance on the 
wavelength can be fitted perfectly with a single-temper-
ature Planck function. In contrast, if a pixel contains a 
wide range of temperatures, a mixture of various non-lin-
ear radiances causes brightness temperature differences 
between bands. This effect is known as anisothermality. 
Thermal emission from warm surfaces has a larger power 
at shorter wavelengths than from cold surfaces. In other 
words, brightness temperatures at shorter wavelengths 
are more subject to hot surfaces than to cold ones. As a 
result, brightness temperatures increase with decreas-
ing wavelength, approaching the highest temperature in 
the field of view. Considering this property, multispectral 
anisothermality measurements have been used to charac-
terize the surface properties of the Moon and other plan-
ets (e.g., Bandfield et al. 2015, 2011).

One cause of anisothermality in airless bodies is surfi-
cial roughness. Roughness is important in warming or 
cooling the surface because slopes change the incident 
angles and hence the energy flux from the sun. Especially 
in areas of high incident angles where unsaturated HSD 
is available, surfaces on rough terrain are sunlit or shad-
owed, depending on their slope orientation with respect 
to the sun. This causes widely heterogeneous tempera-
tures within the field of view. In practice, previous in situ 
measurements and remote sensing with laser altimeters, 
radiometers, and radar have revealed that the lunar sur-
face has various slopes at millimetric-to-kilometric scales 
(Helfenstein and Shepard 1999; Kreslavsky et  al. 2013; 
Rosenburg et  al. 2011; Shepard et  al. 1995). Consider-
ing that the HSD resolution is 23  km or larger on the 
Moon in the infrared bands, the area corresponding to 
each HSD pixel is probably anisothermal owing to such 
roughness.

To quantitatively predict anisothermality by roughness, 
we employ a simple Gaussian roughness model used for 
previous numerical models of lunar and Martian thermal 
infrared radiance (Bandfield 2009; Bandfield et  al. 2015; 
Bandfield and Edwards 2008; Davidsson et al. 2015). This 
is a statistical approach for estimating the temperature 
distribution on rough terrains without high computa-
tional cost. We first define the slope distributions for var-
ious root mean square (RMS) slope angles. To consider 
km-scale relief, a Gaussian slope distribution is set on 
each DEM facet of the LOLA topography data with the 
maximum spherical harmonic degree and order of 2050. 
We then simulate the surface temperatures for each set 
of slopes and azimuths. Finally, the radiative emission is 
integrated for the slope distribution, incorporating the 
statistical fraction of shaded surfaces dependent on the 
incidence and emission angles (see Appendix).

Anisothermality is also caused by the rock mixture in 
the regolith. The temperature response of the medium 
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is determined by its physical properties. For highly insu-
lating regolith fines, the lunar diurnal cycle changes its 
temperature profile only within a depth of several cen-
timeters. However, the temporal variation in temperature 
in highly conducting rocks reaches meter-scale depths. 
This difference in thermal inertia between the rock and 
regolith causes a large temperature contrast between 
these materials, resulting in anisothermal surfaces on the 
Moon.

The temperature difference between the rock and rego-
lith is simulated using a one-dimensional thermal model, 
using the density structure, specific heat, and thermal 
conductivity from previous studies. For rock tempera-
tures, the physical properties of lunar materials returned 
by Apollo 11 and 12 missions were used. Based on lunar 
vesicular igneous sample data (Horai and Simmons 
1972), we used ρ of 2940 kg/m3 as assumed by Bandfield 
et al. (2011). The specific heat and thermal conductivity 
were derived from the sample data as follows:

For regolith, Vasavada et  al. (2012) found that the 
nighttime variation in the temperature measured by 
Diviner fits the regolith density model which increases 
exponentially with depth as

where ρs is the surficial density, and ρd is the density at 
z ≫ H . Here, we assumed ρs of 1,100 kg/m3 (Hayne et al. 
2017) and ρd of 1,800  kg/m3 (Carrier et  al. 1991). Note 
that the regolith was assumed to have an H-parameter 
of 7 cm as the lunar average (Hayne et al. 2017). In our 
simulation, the heat capacity of the regolith depended on 
its temperature following a polynomial function derived 
by Hayne et al. (2017) from the data by Hemingway et al. 
(1981) and Ledlow et al. (1992) as follows:

In addition, we used the thermal conductivity model 
derived by Hayne et  al. (2017) from the experimental 
data of Fountain and West (1970) as

(4)cp = −154.9+ 4.983T − 0.008207T 2 + 0.000005192T 3[J/(kgK)]

(5)K = ρcp

(

1
3.14×105+3.78×103T

)

[W/(mK)]

(6)ρ(z) = ρd − (ρd − ρs)e
− z

H

(7)cp = −3.6125+ 2.7431T + 2.3616T 2 − 1.2340T 3 + 8.9093T 4[J/(kgK)]

where Ks and Kd are the conductivity at the surface and 
depth, respectively.

Result
Temperature curves in HSD
Figure  4 shows the equatorial brightness temperature 
curves derived from HSD. In the morning, the lunar 
temperature rapidly increases from approximately 100 K 
to over 300 K. Owing to dynamic range limitations, the 
radiance measured by AHI is saturated from 8 to 16 H. 
The saturation level ranges from 318 to 328 K, depending 
on the bands. After 16 H, the lunar surface cools down 
quickly. This rapid temperature variation around sunset 
and sunrise results in large standard deviations for val-
ues binned at every 0.5 H. However, it should be noted 

that each temperature value (black points in Fig.  4) is 
statistically significant on the dayside because its signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N) is 10 or even higher. All the analyzed 
pixels were located within 10°N–10°S, and their emission 
angle was lower than 10°; therefore, the effect of emis-
sion angles on brightness temperatures is smaller than 
1 K (Bandfield et al. 2015). In addition, the shape of the 
temperature curve in each band is asymmetric between 
the morning and evening, and the evening side has 
brightness temperatures higher than that of the morning 
side, notably in bands 13–16. This asymmetry indicates 
that the surface temperatures available in HSD are far 
from the radiative equilibrium condition, supporting the 
necessity for heat conduction in our simulations.

Even at the nightside, where the S/N is generally low, 
HSD at wavelengths longer than 10  μm can be used by 
stacking pixel values. The nightside data in Fig.  4 were 
obtained from 42 lunar images selected by visual inspec-

tion to avoid high noise of broad PSF from the nearby 
Earth or lunar dayside. Although most brightness tem-
perature values in the nightside are not statistically signif-
icant in all bands because of their low S/N, the noise can 
be reduced greatly by binning pixel values at every 0.5 H 
in some bands. It should be noted that both positive and 
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negative radiances were included in the averaging pro-
cedure. For bands 8–12 with wavelengths shorter than 
10 μm, only bins immediately after sunset have standard 
deviations smaller than the average, and it is difficult to 
estimate brightness temperatures during the night. Con-
sequently, the radiances of the pixels on the nightside are 
often negative. Hence, although the black points on the 
nightside appear crowded in Fig.  4, the standard devia-
tion is still large for bands 8–12. In contrast, the binning 
procedure is effective for bands 13–16. The brightness 
temperatures equivalent to the noise in these bands are 
lower than those in the others; therefore, the mean value 
is statistically significant. Except for a few hours before 
sunrise, we can draw the brightness temperature curves 
for wavelengths longer than 10 μm.

In the morning and evening, the brightness tempera-
ture measured by AHI is consistent with that measured 
by Diviner. Figure  5 shows the compilation of nadir 
observations of brightness temperatures at AHI band 11 
(8.40–8.78  μm) and Diviner channel 5 (8.38–8.68  μm). 
The HSD temperature shown in Fig.  5 is located where 
the emission angle is smaller than 5° and the latitude 

Fig. 4 The brightness temperature curves from HSD at bands 8–16. The gray dots show the brightness temperature in each pixel. The red points 
with error bars are the average values with standard deviations at every 0.5 H bin. The blue dashed lines indicate the noise level of AHI. The green 
dashed line in band 11 indicates the noise level of channel 5 of Diviner

Fig. 5 Comparison of the equatorial brightness temperature 
measured by AHI at band 11 with Diviner GCP at channel 5. The 
gray and white areas correspond to the nightside and dayside, 
respectively. The red area shows the time variation of average 
brightness with a standard deviation range of Diviner GCP from 
5°N to 5°S. The black points are the brightness temperatures of the 
HSD pixels which correspond to lunar latitude from 5°N to 5°S and 
emission angle smaller than 5°. Note that HSD is saturated at the blue 
dashed line. Each green bar indicates the background noise level 
from the broad PSF at the radiance of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 W/m2/sr/μm
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ranges from 5°N to 5°S. The range of the average bright-
ness temperature with a standard deviation of the Diviner 
data from 5°N to 5°S are shown in Fig. 5. The Diviner data 
are from the Global Cumulative Product (GCP) available 
at the Planetary Data System, which is composed of bins 
of 0.5° latitude and longitude and 0.25 H of local time 
(Williams et  al. 2017). Except for the saturated values 
around noon, the HSD temperatures are almost within 
the range of the Diviner data in both the morning and 
evening.

In contrast, the equatorial temperature range of 
Diviner GCP is slightly higher than that of HSD on the 
equator at night. Even though the noise of HSD is large 
at the nightside, there is an apparent distinction between 
the temperatures of HSD and Diviner GCP from 22 to 1 
H (Fig.  5). This distinction is probably attributed to the 
noise of Diviner channel 5, which is higher than that of 
AHI band 11. In the 8.5-μm wavelength, the noise-equiv-
alent temperature of Diviner is around 200  K, and the 
temperature accuracy exceeds 10  K below 170  K (Paige 
et  al. 2010), indicating a higher sensitivity of AHI than 
Diviner at low temperatures (Fig. 4).

One exception is the nighttime temperatures of HSD 
at bright points, which show good agreement with those 
of the Diviner data. Pixels of some craters, such as Tycho 
(Fig.  3b), have higher radiances than the lunar average. 
Most of these pixels have statistically significant values, 
with their S/N of 3 or larger. For example, the tempera-
ture of Tycho crater ranges from 150 to 170 K in band 11 

of AHI (Fig. 6), which matches well with that of Diviner 
GCP.

Anisothermality
The brightness temperature is higher in the morning 
and evening at shorter wavelengths than at longer wave-
lengths, as described previously in the “Anisothermality 
Model” section. Figure  7 shows the brightness tempera-
ture difference between band 11 (8.40–8.78  μm) and 15 
(11.90–12.86  μm) at every pixel whose radiance values 
exceed three times the noise level from the broad PSFs 
at both bands. It should also be noted that bands 14 and 
15 were mainly used in our analysis because their noise 
levels are the lowest. The subtraction of the brightness 
temperature at band 15 from that at band 11 becomes 
positive at almost all points. It ranges from 2 to 16 K on 
average, depending on the solar incident angle. The differ-
ence in other local times decreases from noon to sunrise 
and vice versa in the evening. In addition, the distribution 
of the scatters as shown in Fig. 7 is asymmetric between 
the morning and evening, indicating the effects of ther-
mal inertia. Similar trends are also observed for other 
combinations of bands. These trends are the same as 
those measured by Diviner at different wavelengths. The 
brightness temperatures in channels 4 (8.1–8.4 μm) and 7 
(25–41 μm) of Diviner differ by 44 K in the early morning 
(Bandfield et al. 2015), higher than our result probably due 
to the larger wavelength gap between the two channels.

Daytime anisothermality has no clear correlation with 
the albedo value. As seen in Fig. 7, the distribution of the 
scatterers is independent of their albedo value measured 

Fig. 6 Brightness temperatures at Tycho crater in the nightside. The 
red points are the brightness temperatures at the latitude of 43.0°–
43.5°S and longitude of 11.0°–11.5°E in Diviner GCP at channel 5. The 
blue and green points are the brightness temperatures at the center 
of Tycho crater in HSD at bands 11 and 14, respectively. The error bars 
are estimated from the background noise level in each image. The 
black dashed and dotted lines show surface temperature models of 
lunar rock and regolith at the latitude of 43°S, respectively. The yellow 
points are the best-fit regolith temperatures in our analysis

Fig. 7 The difference in brightness temperatures between bands 
11 and 15. The color of each point corresponds to albedo at the 
wavelength of 1064 nm measured by LOLA. The red and blue shades 
show the range of a standard deviation in the mare and highland 
regions, respectively. There is no trend from 8 to 16 H due to the 
saturation
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at 1064 nm by LOLA. Furthermore, by dividing the point 
locations into mare and highland with an albedo thresh-
old of 0.2, we attempt to observe the brightness tempera-
ture difference between the mare and highland, but no 
obvious separation is found at every 0.5 H. This result 
supports an almost homogeneous distribution of aniso-
thermality over the whole Moon, as the Diviner measure-
ment has already reported (Bandfield et al. 2015).

Anisothermality between different bands is also pre-
sent at the equator on the nightside. As seen in Fig.  4, 
the brightness temperatures in the bin of 19 H in local 
time are 149+6

−9 , 137
+6
−10 , and 128+3

−4 K in bands 9, 11, and 
15, respectively, where the superscript and subscript 
suffixes show the upper and lower errors, respectively. 
These values demonstrate that the equatorial brightness 
temperature tends to be lower at longer wavelengths. As 
the similar trend in the dayside, this feature supports the 
mixture of various temperatures in the field of view, even 
at the nightside on an average.

The anisothermality of the nightside is characterized by 
its locality. Figure 3b shows that the image of an almost 
new Moon in band 14 contains bright pixels correspond-
ing to fresh craters such as Tycho, Aristarchus, Coper-
nicus, and Zucchius. Mare regions also have radiances 
higher than the average. At such locations, the brightness 
temperature difference among the bands is confirmed. 
For example, the comparison of brightness temperatures 
between bands 11 and 14 in Fig. 6 reveals the anisother-
mality at Tycho crater even after midnight.

Discussion
Roughness
The increase in anisothermality with the solar incidence 
angle on the dayside indicates the contribution of the 
surface roughness to infrared emission. The mixing of 
illuminated and shadowed surfaces results in a variety 
of surficial temperatures within a pixel, which increases 
with incidence angle (Fig. 7).

The similarity of the anisothermality distribution 
between highland and mare in Fig.  7 indicates that the 
lunar roughness is almost independent of the geologi-
cal settings on the Moon on a scale from millimeters to 
centimeters. Although topographic roughness at the kilo-
metric scale is highly correlated with geology, roughness 
becomes spatially less heterogeneous at smaller scales 
(Kreslavsky et  al. 2013). The spatial scale of the rough-
ness sensitive to the infrared spectrum corresponds to 
the thermal isolation length. If the distance between the 
sunlit and shadowed surfaces is long enough, the temper-
ature heterogeneity inside the medium diffuses insuffi-
ciently. This diffusive scale is the thermal isolation length. 
For media with low thermal inertia such as lunar rego-
lith, Bandfield et  al. (2015) estimated that the thermal 

isolation length is shorter than centimeters based on the 
two-dimensional thermal diffusion model. Thus, Fig.  7 
suggests that mare and highland have no significant dif-
ference in surficial roughness at centimetric or smaller 
scales. This similarity is probably due to the uniform 
bombardment of numerous micrometeorites almost eve-
rywhere on the Moon. This dominance of micromete-
orite collisions on small-scale surface modifications has 
been observed as the equilibrium population of craters 
smaller than 300 m in diameter (Melosh 1989).

For further interpretation of the lunar image seen by 
AHI, we quantitatively estimate the roughness contribu-
tion to the lunar radiance by changing the RMS slope 
angle of the surface, θ0 . Figure  8a and b shows exam-
ples of the observed and simulated lunar images of 
2020/05/30 21:10 at band 15. Our simulation with θ0 of 
18° yields radiances similar to the observation. As shown 
in Fig. 8c, the difference between (a) and (b) is within 10% 
at incident angles of 70° or less. Otherwise, the simulated 
image is darker than the observation by more than 10%.

The above roughness value that explains the obser-
vation is consistent with the photometric roughness 
observed locally at Apollo landing sites. At pixels where 
the incident angle is less than 70°, the radiance simulated 
with θ0 of 16°–20° matches the observed radiance within 
10%. Based on a photometric approach with Apollo Sur-
face Closeup Camera pictures, Helfenstein and Shepard 
(1999) estimated that θ0 ranged from 15° to 28° and 5.4° 
to 22° at roughness baseline lengths of 0.85 and 8.5 mm, 
respectively. However, θ0 was larger than 48° and smaller 
than 3.8° at the 0.085- and 85-mm scales, respectively. 
Therefore, the roughness observed in HSD is consistent 
with that measured locally at the scale between millim-
eters and centimeters. This scale agrees with the length 
capable of remaining thermally isolated in previous 
numerical models (Bandfield et al. 2015).

In our simulation, the radiance near the dayside termi-
nator is always darker than that of HSD, probably because 
of the limitation of the statistical roughness model. On 
non-flat terrain, a surface absorbs energy by direct illu-
mination from the sun and radiation scattered and emit-
ted from other surfaces. Such secondary illumination 
also warms the surface and is known as self-heating. Our 
thermal conduction model considers only the absorption 
of the direct flux from the sun and ignores the self-heat-
ing effect to avoid a high computational cost. Ignoring 
self-heating might underestimate the radiance value, as 
Davidsson et  al. (2015) demonstrated that self-heating 
increases the surface temperature of shadowed facets to 
100–200 K at an incident angle of 80°.

Moreover, the ratio of cast shadows predicted by the 
statistical model is perhaps larger than the real value, 
resulting in the underestimation of radiance in our 
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simulation. Davidsson et al. (2015) compared a statisti-
cal model to a realistic simulation. Their realistic simu-
lation included radiative equilibrium and self-heating 
on rough terrain, digitally composed of numerous 
flat facets with various slopes. When the solar inci-
dent angle was 80°, they predicted that the radiance 
was fainter in the statistical model than in the realis-
tic one. This difference was highly dependent on θ0 . 

For instance, the difference reached 5 and 40% in the 
case of θ0 of 5° and 20°, respectively. However, when the 
solar incident angle was 60°, the absolute difference was 
generally smaller than 10% at 10  μm. Therefore, it is 
evident that our simulation using the statistical rough-
ness model is a first-order approximation, except for 
the time just before sunset and after sunrise.

Fig. 8 The lunar images of a observation and b simulation with θ0 of 18° in band 15 at 2020/05/30 21:10, respectively. c The difference between 
observation and our simulation in percent. The white area corresponds to space, saturated pixels, or nightside. The white dashed line is located 
where the incident angle is 70°
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Rock mixture effect on the nightside
The nighttime anisothermality, shown in Figs. 4 and 6, 
cannot be attributed to roughness. The effect of topo-
graphic roughness at the thermal isolation length scale 
becomes insignificant after sunset. Furthermore, even 
at a much longer scale than that tested by Bandfield 
et al. (2015), such a difference is negligible after at least 
20 H. For instance, at the 17-m scale, the median slope 
of the lunar surface is 2.0°–7.6° (Rosenburg et al. 2011). 
For such slope angles, our simulation suggests that the 
temperature difference between the western and east-
ern sides is less than 3K at a local time of 20 H.

Instead, the brightness temperatures at night reflect 
a mixture of rock and regolith. Typically, the night-
time temperature of the rock is higher than that of the 
regolith owing to the high thermal inertia of the rocky 
material. For example, our simulation predicts that the 
midnight temperature of the rock is as high as 215 K, in 
contrast to that of the regolith at 100 K. The observed 
brightness temperature curve is drawn between the 
rock and regolith temperatures. Figure  9 shows that 
the binned brightness temperature observed by AHI at 
band 14 is slightly higher than that of the regolith. In 
addition, the brightness temperatures of Tycho crater 
are distributed between those of the rock and regolith 
at any bands (Fig. 10). Thus, nighttime brightness tem-
peratures cannot be explained only by radiance from 
the cold regolith, suggesting the presence of rocks.

By modeling the brightness temperature of the mix-
ture of rock and regolith, only a small amount of rock 
is even detectable from HSD. The Planck radiance from 

the hot rock is much more intensive than that from 
the cold regolith; therefore, the non-linear mixture of 
temperatures is dominated by the contribution of rocks 
to the total radiance. For example, in contrast to the 
regolith temperature of 100 K at midnight, the equato-
rial brightness temperatures in band 14 are 155, 131, 
and 116K, with rock concentrations of 10, 2, and 0.5%, 
respectively.

The comparison between the mixture model and 
observations at the nightside indicates that the equato-
rial rock abundance ranges from 0.18 to 0.48%. In this 
estimation, the brightness temperature curves at bands 
14 and 15 were used because the noise levels in these 
bands are minimal. Additionally, we excluded the val-
ues before 20 H to eliminate the influence of roughness. 
As a result, models with rock abundance of 0.18–0.48 
and 0.10–0.55% match over 70% of binned values within 
the standard deviation at bands 14 and 15, respectively. 
According to the spatial distribution of rock abundance 
derived from the Diviner measurements (Bandfield et al. 
2011), the mean value ranged from 0.01 to 0.72% in the 
corresponding area to around nadir in the AHI images. 
Although wavelengths longer than the AHI coverage 
were used in their analysis, this consistency strongly sup-
ports the availability of lunar radiance around 10-μm 
wavelengths for rock abundance estimation.

Furthermore, a pixel at Tycho crater brighter than the 
average reflects an elevated rock abundance. Figure  10 
compares the rock mixture model with the brightness 
temperatures measured at every band at 2021/02/13 

Fig. 9 Average equatorial brightness temperatures at band 14 in the 
nightside. Black points with error bars are the average values with 
standard deviations at every 0.5 H bin. The black dashed and dotted 
lines show surface temperature models of lunar rock and regolith 
at the equator, respectively. The blue, orange, green, red, purple, 
and brown solid lines are brightness temperature curves of mixture 
models with rock ratios of 0.2, 0.5, 2, 5, 20, and 50%

Fig. 10 Anisothermality of Tycho crater in the image taken on 
2021/02/13 16:30, with a corresponding local time of 0.5 H. The 
black points are the brightness temperatures at the center of Tycho 
crater in HSD at every band. The black error bars are estimated from 
the background noise level in each image. The black dashed and 
dotted lines show surface temperature models of lunar rock and 
regolith in Tycho crater at the same local time, respectively. The blue, 
orange, green, red, and purple solid lines are predicted brightness 
temperatures of mixture models with rock ratios of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, and 
40%
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16:30. This figure shows that the rock ratio of Tycho cra-
ter is more than an order of magnitude higher than the 
equatorial value. We employ this procedure for images 
whose S/N within Tycho crater exceeds one in 7 bands or 
more and derive rock abundances in all images.

According to our analysis of Tycho crater, the rock 
abundance is higher than that of the lunar equator, which 
is consistent with the Diviner observations. Furthermore, 
it is suggested that the regolith is hotter than the lunar 
average. Here, we fit the rock abundance by minimizing 
the residuals of the brightness temperatures between the 
observations and simulations. If the regolith temperature 
is modeled with H of 7 cm, the rock abundance fitted to 
the observed brightness temperatures decreases slightly 
with time after sunset (black points in Fig. 11). This indi-
cates that the assumption of the Tycho regolith tempera-
ture being as cold as the global average is unreasonable. 
However, if we fit both rock abundance and regolith tem-
perature itself, such an implausible trend can be reduced 
(red points in Fig. 11). As a result, the correlation coef-
ficient between rock abundance and time shifts from 
-0.34 to 0.04. This procedure derives rock abundance 
with a mean of 6.1–10.3%. This value agrees with the esti-
mation from the Diviner measurements which has the 
mean value of 7.8 ± 5.7% inside Tycho crater (Bandfield 
et  al. 2011). Additionally, the fitted regolith tempera-
tures inside Tycho are mostly higher than those predicted 
using the global average H-parameter. The yellow points 
in Fig. 6 correspond to the regolith temperatures of the 
best-fit model. These warm temperatures are consist-
ent with the high thermal inertia of the Tycho regolith 
reported by Hayne et al. (2017).

Young craters, such as Tycho, are known to have ele-
vated rock abundances due to the low level of regolith 
maturation (Bandfield et  al. 2011). This characteristic is 
also reflected in HSD, perhaps similar to the Copernican 
craters: Aristarchus, Copernicus, and Zucchius (Fig.  3). 
In addition, Bandfield et  al. (2011) also reported that 
small maria craters, typically with diameters of hundreds 
of meters, expose more abundant rock than highlands. In 
HSD, mare regions have higher radiances than highlands, 
showing the same trend as previous estimates (Fig. 3).

Effect of parameter assumptions on the derived values
A lunar emissivity of 0.95 was used throughout our anal-
ysis, and the results are little dependent on this assump-
tion. Based on the RELAB data of lunar soils (Pieters 
1983), the emissivities of the Apollo samples spanned 
between 0.94 and 0.99 at 8–16  μm wavelengths. How-
ever, the infrared radiance from a gray body is subject to 
temperature more extensively than the slight variation in 
emissivity. For example, the radiance from a 300-K sur-
face with an emissivity of 0.99 is equivalent to the surface 
temperature and emissivity of 302  K and 0.95 in band 
11. This temperature difference is much smaller than the 
range of Diviner GCP (Fig. 5).

The influence of the assumed parameters on the esti-
mated rock abundance is also evaluated in our analy-
sis. The physical properties of rocks in either highland 
or mare are assumed to be the same as the lunar basalt 
sample (Horai and Simmons 1972), while highland rocks 
generally have higher albedo and lower density than mare 
basalts (Kiefer et al. 2012). Thus, the highland rock tem-
perature can be lower than our estimates by up to 5  K 
at midnight. Accordingly, the derived rock abundance 
increases by 0.05 and 1.5% in the equatorial region and 
Tycho crater, respectively. Finally, we state that this 
assumption is required to compare the Diviner rock 
abundance because Bandfield et al. (2011) used the same 
parameters for their estimation.

Utility of HSD for further planetary science
The quality of HSD is sufficiently high to be utilized in 
planetary science and future explorations. Despite the 
low spatial resolution, temperature detection by AHI is 
accurate, as clearly shown in Fig. 5. In contrast to Diviner, 
which loses its sensitivity below 140  K at 8.5-μm chan-
nels, AHI can detect low radiance from cold surfaces on 
the nightside. Additionally, the wavelength coverage of 
AHI overlaps with that of other spaceborne observations. 
Therefore, AHI is useful for calibrating these instruments 
during their swing-bys with the Earth and other planets. 
Not only the Moon but also planets such as Venus, Mer-
cury, Mars, and Jupiter are included in HSD with a size of 
a few pixels (Fig. 12). Thus, even if the target is as cold as 

Fig. 11 The rock abundance at Tycho crater and its relationship 
with local time after sunset. The black and red points show 
estimates based on the assumption of H of 7 cm and best-fit regolith 
temperatures. The black and red dashed lines are linear regressions 
for both cases with correlation coefficients of -0.34 and 0.04, 
respectively. Each error bar corresponds to a standard deviation of 
rock abundance estimated in all the analyzed AHI bands
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150 K, the disk-normalized radiance of those planets cov-
ered by AHI can be used for interplanetary calibrations.

After the thermal spectrum is reconstructed, the com-
positional features of the lunar surface shall be retrieved. 
Unfortunately, however, further discussions are difficult 
with the existing HSD because of count saturation. The 
lunar radiance in HSD is only available for the morning, 
evening, and night when physical properties other than 
composition significantly affect the infrared spectrum. 
Because a slight variation in emissivity must be measured 
for compositional constraints, these properties make it 
difficult to discuss a few percent difference in emissivity 
among bands.

However, if the unsaturated lunar image of noontime is 
taken by shifting the dynamic range of AHI, the uncer-
tainty of thermal radiance can be reduced from the high 
incidence angle cases in three aspects. First, the rough-
ness effect on anisothermality will become small enough 
because the variation of temperatures in a field of view 
decreases at a low incident angle. The Diviner measure-
ments show that the brightness temperature difference 
between channels 4 and 7 is only 5 K at incident angles 
lower than 30° (Williams et al. 2017). In addition, Band-
field et al. (2015) demonstrated that the anisothermality 
modeled with the statistical roughness differs from the 

observed anisothermality by less than 2 K at an incident 
angle lower than 30°. This difference corresponds to the 
radiance prediction error of only 4% at 350K in band 8 of 
AHI.

Second, the uncertainty of the albedo decreases at 
incident angles lower than 30°. The albedo value is often 
regarded to be dependent on the solar incident angle in 
estimating the lunar surface temperature (Hayne et  al. 
2017; Williams et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2019). Laboratory 
measurements empirically showed that the reflectance 
of Apollo samples around 1 μm increased with the inci-
dent angle (Birkebak et  al. 1970). Based on these data, 
Keihm (1984) expressed the albedo as a polynomial of the 
solar incident angle. In addition, Vasavada et  al. (2012) 
updated the constants in the formulation by comparing 
the radiative equilibrium model with the daytime tem-
peratures measured by Diviner. However, we must pay 
attention to the limitation of the reflectance measure-
ments by Birkebak et al. (1970), where the incident angle 
is lower than 60°. In addition, the albedo estimated by 
Vasavada et al. (2012) is perhaps higher than that on a flat 
surface because their model implicitly includes a rough-
ness effect. The large portion of the cast shadow at a high 
incidence angle reduces infrared radiation, increasing 
the apparent albedo. As a result, the albedo values in the 

Fig. 12 Examples of planetary images at band 14 of AHI: a Mercury, b Venus, c Mars, and d Jupiter. The images were taken from data at 2016/08/29 
16:20, 2017/03/30 13:40, 2017/01/01 18:20, and 2016/03/11 02:10, respectively. e The disk-normalized infrared spectrum of planets. The blue, 
orange, green, and red lines correspond to a, b, c, d, respectively. The error bars show the background noise level in the images
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empirical formulation by Keihm (1984) and Vasavada 
et  al. (2012) reach 0.50 and 0.62 at an incident angle of 
80°. Thus, the uncertainty of the albedo around the termi-
nators is larger than 20%. However, at an incident angle 
smaller than 30°, the albedo differs by only 4% between 
the two models.

Third, the computational cost of the surface tem-
perature is much lower for the case at noon than that at 
morning and evening. Between local times of 8 H and 16 
H, the radiative equilibrium model can approximate the 
surface temperature within a 1-K error. Without the tem-
poral development of heat conduction, the surface tem-
perature prediction with the radiative equilibrium model 
requires a computation cost of orders of magnitude lower 
than that with the heat conduction model. Instead, we 
can incorporate the roughness effect with digital facets, 
more accurately than the statistical model (Davidsson 
et al. 2015).

Such an ideal HSD is useful for discussing the spatial 
variation of compositions, such as the upper limit of water 
concentration on the Moon. Band 8 of AHI covers the 
wavelength of the 6-μm emission peak of water. In contrast 
to the 3-μm feature which cannot distinguish between 
water molecules and hydroxyl compounds, this wave-
length is helpful for directly investigating water distribu-
tion for future human explorations. This peak has already 
been observed by the SOFIA telescope (Honniball et  al. 
2021), but the data are limited only to the periphery of 
Clavius crater. Based on the empirical relationship derived 
from the laboratory measurements of 6-μm absorption of 
water-bearing glass beads (Honniball et  al. 2021; Li and 
Milliken 2017), the 0.05 wt% water content will be identi-
fied as a 5% emission excess at 6 μm. If AHI observes this 
peak in band 8, the radiance excess is reduced to 0.5% 
owing to its broad bandwidth. Thus, for the detection of 
0.05 wt% water, the lunar infrared radiance without water 
must be modeled with an accuracy of less than a few 
tenths percent. Considering the 4% error by the albedo 
and roughness model around noon, it is necessary to stack 
hundreds of differences between unsaturated images and 
simulations to constrain still-ambiguous water distribu-
tion. Neutron detection by LRO indicated that the water 
equivalent hydrogen in the top 1-m layer reaches more 
than 0.5 wt % in the polar region (Sanin et al. 2017). Con-
trarily, the 3-μm reflectance measurement by  M3 onboard 
Chandrayaan-1 showed the OH/H2O content increased 
with latitude up to 0.05–0.075 wt% (Li and Milliken 2017). 
In addition, the spatial resolution of HSD is higher than 
the size of Clavius crater (Honniball et al. 2021), indicat-
ing the possibility of mapping the water distribution on 
the Moon. Although the infrared emission reflects only 
the composition of the top surface, the AHI observation 
of the full Moons without saturation can impose another 

constraint on the upper-limit map of water concentration 
on the Moon.

Conclusion
The Japanese meteorological satellite Himawari-8 
proves useful for lunar science for the first time. 
Although the spatial resolution is low, the infrared radi-
ance measured by AHI is consistent with that measured 
by the LRO Diviner radiometer. Except for noontime, 
the brightness temperature curves can be drawn for all 
nine infrared bands. Our analysis also confirms ani-
sothermality which indicates the non-linear mixing of 
thermal radiation from various temperatures as previ-
ously reported.

In the morning and evening, the surface roughness 
of the Moon causes this anisothermality. The lunar ter-
rain is composed of various millimeter-scale slopes, as 
observed in in situ and remote sensing measurements, 
causing temperature differences between the west- 
and east-facing surfaces. By incorporating the statisti-
cal roughness model with the RMS mean slope angle 
of the Apollo landing sites, our simulations agree with 
the HSD within 10% except for the dayside terminators. 
Furthermore, nighttime anisothermality reflects the 
abundance of conductive rocks within each pixel. Mod-
eling the surface temperature mixtures of lunar rock 
and regolith, the rock concentrations are estimated as 
0.18–0.48 and 6.1–10.3% at the equator (10°N–10°S) 
and Tycho crater, respectively. These values are consist-
ent with the constraints from the Diviner observations.

Currently, unsaturated dayside pixels are limited to 
local times when surficial roughness produces uncer-
tainties too large to discuss slight emissivity variations. 
However, if the saturation level of AHI can be higher 
than 3 times the present one by changing the exposure 
time, and if the unsaturated data are obtained for the 
noontime, the uncertainties of shadows and albedo will 
be significantly reduced, and the computational cost for 
numerical modeling will be much less expensive. As a 
result, stacking hundreds of unsaturated data will pos-
sibly enable the detection of a slight variation in emis-
sivity. While AHI does not have as many bands around 
8 μm as Diviner, band-11 observation can provide com-
plementary data for the Diviner constraints on Chris-
tiansen feature. Furthermore, the AHI observation 
at band 8 may enable mapping the upper limit of the 
lunar water contents on the surficial layer. As a result, 
such stacking will possibly enable imposing constraints 
on lunar water emissions at 6-μm bands. It takes only 
0.4  s to take a full lunar image with AHI; thus, cam-
paign observation of the Moon with Himawari-8 only 
for a few minutes can provide essential data for lunar 
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science. In addition, because the AHI image often 
includes other planets such as Mercury, Venus, Mars, 
and Jupiter, HSD is also a valuable data source for the 
occasional monitoring of these planets. Thus, Hima-
wari-8 has great potential as a space telescope for fur-
ther discussion of planetary science.

Appendix
HSD pixel positions
We determine the lunar center in each image to link 
the AHI image pixels to longitudes and latitudes on the 
Moon. We can estimate the lunar position roughly with 
SPICE. However, the estimated center is sometimes far 
from the real one by almost ten pixels, possibly because 
of the low precision of the scanning time. To overcome 
this problem, we select lunar rim candidates by deter-
mining the position of the maximum derivative of the 
radiance along the x- and y-axes. We then fit a circle with 
an apparent lunar diameter to the candidates. In some 
cases, especially around new Moons, the candidates 
include false detections of the rim owing to the low level 
of S/N ratio. We eliminate the candidate farthest from 
the fitted circle and fit it again to avoid misfitting. We 
determine the lunar center by iteratively conducting this 
process until all remaining candidates match the fitted 

circle within one pixel. Note that the criterion of 1 pixel is 
sufficient because the lunar spatial resolution of 23 km in 
the AHI images is larger than the lunar topographic relief 
spanning 19.81  km (Araki et  al. 2009). Using the deter-
mined lunar position on the image, the lunar orientation 
is calculated using SPICE to link each pixel to the longi-
tude and latitude on the Moon.

The lunar area near the Earth is affected by terrestrial 
atmospheric refraction and thus should be excluded from 
the analysis. We selected 8 images (2017/09/10 05:40, 
2018/01/23 20:20, 2018/04/02 03:30, 2018/07/31 04:50, 
2018/10/20 23:40, 2020/04/06 01:00, 2021/07/02 08:20, 
2021/09/23 03:40) when the lunar rim looks distorted by 
the atmosphere (Fig. 
13). As described above, we first find the lunar rim can-
didates and the fitted circle similarly. Then, the maxi-
mum distance from the Earth’s center is calculated for 
candidate pixels that are more than one pixel away from 
the circle. As a result, it is found that the area within a 
distance of 0.45% of the Earth’s radius from the Earth’s 
rim is affected by atmospheric refraction, and this area 
was eliminated from the latter analysis.

Statistical roughness model
We employ a statistical roughness model that follows 
Gaussian slope distribution based on previous models. In 
this model, we first consider the temperature distribution 
on rough terrain. Then, the emission is corrected with 
approximate fractions of sunlit and shadows from every 
solar and observer direction.

We prepare a dataset of the surface temperature on 
a facet for slopes of 0°–90° at 2° intervals and azimuth 
orientations of 0°–360° at 10° intervals using a one-
dimensional thermal conductive model. Using this 
dataset, the mixture of the Planck radiation of rough 
terrain is integrated with the probability weighting of 
the slope angles. We use the probability function of the 
simple Gaussian roughness model as,

where θ is the slope angle, and θ0 is the RMS slope angle. 
This model approximates the Gaussian distribution 
of unidirectional slope angles in the adirectional form 
(Shepard et al. 1995). Stereophotogrammetry with Apollo 
Surface Closeup Camera pictures shows that the submil-
limeter-scale unidirectional surface slope is described 
adequately with a simple Gaussian distribution model 
(Helfenstein and Shepard, 1999). Note that the probabil-
ity is uniform for all the azimuth orientations. It should 
also be noted that the LOLA topography data with the 
maximum spherical harmonic degree and order of 2050 
is incorporated to quantify the effect of km-scale relief.

(9)P(θ) = tanθ
tan2θ0

exp
(

− tan2θ
2tan2θ0

)

Fig. 13 The lunar image of 2017/09/10 05:40 at band 14 with the 
lunar rim bent by the terrestrial atmosphere. The yellow circle is the 
lunar rim determined by fitting a circle. The green line is the Earth’s 
rim. The red line is the rim of the eliminated area from the following 
analysis, that is, a circle with a radius of 100.45% of the Earth. The 
lunar pixels between the red and green lines are refracted by the 
terrestrial atmosphere
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The influence of apparent shadows and sunlit on radi-
ance emission is estimated using a simple shadowing 
method developed by Hapke (1984) and Smith (1967). 
In this model, the fraction of cast shadow is assumed 
to be uniform for all sets of slopes and azimuths of the 
facets. Combining Eqs. (21) and (24) of Smith (1967), 
the fraction of the shadowed surface dependent on the 
solar incident angle, W (θi) , can be given as

where erfc denotes the complementary error function. 
Note that this formulation is only applicable to nadir 
observations because the effect of the emission direction 
is not considered.

For observations with non-zero emission angles, the 
angle between the incidence and emission azimuths 
influences the fraction of shadows in the field of view, 
and hence the radiance values. For example, given that 
the observer is looking from the same direction as the 
sun, a sunlit side is more apparent than a shadowed 
one, resulting in higher radiance than the case with the 
observer looking from the opposite direction. Pixels in 
the observed images contain wide-ranging combina-
tions of incidence and emission directions; therefore, 
comparing observed and simulated images requires 
the incorporation of the effect of viewing orientations. 
In our numerical models, the fraction of the shad-
owed surface is expressed simply like that described 
by Hapke (1984). For locations whose emission angle is 
larger than the incidence angle, the fraction is

where � is the angle between the incident and emission 
azimuths. However, for locations whose emission angle is 
smaller than the incidence angle, the fraction is

where θe denotes the emission angle. Note that W (θe) in 
the second term of Eq. (12) is calculated using Eq. (10) by 
substituting θe for θi.
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